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Abstract

Countries usually have private information about their willingness to
pay for greenhouse gas emission abatement and related abatement costs.
In this paper we use contract theory to investigate the consequences of
asymmetric information for an international climate change contract that
speci�es emissions reductions. When countries have an incentive to down-
play their willingness to pay, then an incentive compatible contract leads
to higher emissions than it would be e¢ cient. Furthermore, cooperation
is particularly bene�cial for countries with a high willingness to pay. The
opposite result emerges, when countries�incentives to exaggerate their will-
ingness to pay dominate.
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1 Introduction

Countries have been negotiating about climate change contracts for the last
twenty years or so. Although there exists by now a substantial economic lit-
erature that analyses countries strategic incentives in these negotiations, to the
best of our knowledge hardly any use has been made of contract theory. This
is surprising. Contract theory is by now a well established �eld in economics �
as witnessed by several Nobel prizes in recent years �which has at its core the
design of institutions that align incentives in the presence of asymmetric infor-
mation. Hence it appears quite suitable since asymmetric information about the
willingness to pay for emission abatement and about related abatement costs are
certainly a prevailant feature of climate change negotiations.
However, there are also reasons which explain the scarce use of contract theory

to analyze the struggle for international climate change contracts. One is the stan-
dard assumption in contract theory that parties operate within a well-functioning
legal system where any contract that the parties decide to write will be enforced
by a court. At the international level, no such legal system exists and enforce-
ment mechanisms must be an integral element of a climate change contract. This
has been the case in several other areas of international concern �such as trade
law where sanctions provide a strong enforcement mechanism. One might well
expect that such a situation will also evolve for the climate change regime (see
Finus (2008)). Speci�cally, an international system of tradable permits, which
is a major cornerstone of most future scenarios for a successful climate change
policy, cannot function if countries are not convinced that the participants abide
to their obligations, i.e. do not emit more than their permit endowment allows
them. In other words, a permit trading system necessarily requires enforceable
contracts. Hence, at least to the extent that we believe that permit trading is a
"realistic" option, we also believe in the feasibility of enforceable contracts.
Another problem of applying contract theory is that the climate change prob-

lem deviates substantially from the standard textbook case of pure exchange
between a principal, who holds all the bargaining power, and an agent, who has
private information about the value of a good (or about his willingness to pay).
Speci�cally, the climate change problem is characterized by multilateral external-
ities, bargaining power is spread across countries and all countries hold private
information. In addition, a country�s fall-back position in the case of negotiation
failure will depend on its type so that it cannot be normalized to zero as in the
standard Principal-Agent (P-A) model. As the following elaborations show, this
does not only complicate the analysis, but it also leads to less clear-cut results
than in the standard model. Nevertheless, we believe that our results are quite in-
formative in order to understand strategic incentives and the various e¤ects that
determine the outcome. Furthermore, to obtain more concrete insights regarding
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the speci�c problem of climate change, we plan to use a calibrated simulation
model to evaluate our results (this still has to be done �at the moment there is
just a simple numerical example).
In order to analyze incentive compatible climate change contracts, we adopt

an approach that is widely used in economics. On the one hand, we extent the
basic P-A model by allowing for bargaining, type dependent outside options,
multilateral asymmetric information and externalities. On the other hand, we
simplify the model by restricting the analysis to two ex-ante identical countries
which either have a low or high willingness-to-pay for emission abatement, and
by taking the Nash bargaining solution (NBS) as the outcome of the negotiation
process. Hereby, the willingness-to-pay may re�ect, e.g., countries�damages from
climate change, preferences of voters and politicians or lobbying activities. In the
following, we will simply refer to climate change damages for concreteness.
In the absence of private information, the NBS achieves its underlying goals

of implementing e¢ cient emissions and allocating the surplus above the Nash
equilibrium (the threat point) equally. At this e¢ cient solution, there are three
e¤ects that determine a country�s incentives to truly reveal its type in the pres-
ence of private information. First, if a country lies the solution is aligned to this
"wrong" type. This reduces e¢ ciency so that the total surplus which is distrib-
uted by the NBS is lower. Second, if a country exaggerates its damages from
climate change, it will be compensated so as to achieve a more equal surplus dis-
tribution. However, higher damages also worsen a country�s threat point because
in the Nash equilibrium a high damage country has stronger incentives to reduce
its own emissions and su¤ers more from the aggregated emission level. As the
NBS aims to equalize the surplus above the threat point, this reduces a countries
incentives to exaggerate its damages from climate change.
The �rst e¢ ciency e¤ect always strengthens incentives to tell the truth, but

the other two e¤ects are of opposite direction. Therefore, in contrast to the stan-
dard P-A model it is not clear which of the incentive constraints hold at the
e¢ cient solution. Nevertheless, we are able to identify a small number of sce-
narios which appear more likely than others. One of these scenarios is that only
low-damage countries �which prefer higher emissions �have an incentive to lie.
To prevent this, the solution for high damages is made less attractive for them by
reducing emissions below the e¢ cient level. In this scenario, asymmetric infor-
mation actually leads to lower emissons than it would be socially optimal. The
opposite result arises if only high-damage countries �which prefer lower emis-
sions �have an incentive to lie. This time, the incentives for lying are reduced by
increasing emissions for low damages above the e¢ cient level. Hence asymmetric
information increases emissions above their e¢ cient level. This is the case which
arises in our simple numerical simulation at the end of the paper.
There are mainly two strands of literature to which the paper is related. The
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�rst strand is the literature on international climate change cooperation, which
is dominated by cooperative and non-cooperative coalition theory (e.g. Chander
and Tulkens (1997), Helm (2001), Barrett (1994), Carraro and Siniscalco (1993)).
Although the central issue �cooperation on climate change �is the same as in
this paper, the focus is di¤erent. The coalition literature analyzes countries�
incentives to leave or join a coalition of cooperating partners. Such an analysis
is interesting only with n � 3 countries, while our paper is currently restricted
to 2 countries. By contrast, the coalition literature neglects the problems that
asymmetric information may bring about for e¢ cient cooperation, which are at
the core of our paper.
Thus, the second strand of literature with which we tie in is contract theory.1

Other papers that have integrated bargaining into hidden information models
are Inderst (2002), Inderst (2003) and Yao (2007). For a general analysis of
type-dependent outside options, which play an important role for our results, see
Jullien (2000) and for related applications, e.g., Lewis and Sappington (1989),
Feenstra and Lewis (1991). A rare example for a paper that analyzes bargaining
of climate change contracts with a focus on asymmetric information is Caparrós,
Péreau, and Tazdaït (2004). They consider a bargaining model with incomplete
information, in which Northern and Southern countries negotiate about transfers
in exchange for a given level of emission reductions. Asymmetric information exist
about the minimum amount of transfers that is acceptable to the Southern group.2

There is also a small literature that analysis the role of private information about
emission reduction projects for joint implementation and the clean development
mechanism (e.g., Hagem (1996), Fischer (2005)).
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the

model. Section 3 determines the NBS when types are common knowledge. The
main part of the paper is section 4, which considers the implications of asymmetric
information on emissions and surplus distribution. Section 5 summarizes the
results of a simple numerical example and section 6 concludes.

2 The model

Consider a standard partial equilibrium model with multilateral non-depletable
externalities. For concreteness, we will use the example of climate change, but
it should be obvious that the results are applicable to many other problems that
have a similar structure. There are two ex-ante identical countries, indexed alter-

1For general surveys see Bolton and Dewatripont (2005), La¤ont and Martimort (2002), as
well as Baliga and Maskin (2003) for a focus on mechanism design for the environment.

2For a general survey on bargaining with incomplete information see Ausubel, Cramton, and
Deneckere (2002).
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natively by i; j = 1; 2; i 6= j, that generate pollutive emissions ei 2 R+. Bene�ts
of emissions �i(ei) are increasing concave with �i(0) = 0 and �0i(0) =1 to guar-
antee an interior solution. Associated with the total emission level, e �

P2
i=1 ei,

are environmental damages vi�e, where vi� � vi(�i) is country i�s valuation if it
is of type �i. Countries can either have low (L) or high (M) damages so that
�i 2 fL;Hg, which is private information.
Although countries are ex-ante symmetric, the realizations of their types are

independent. Hence there are four possible scenarios, which we summarize by
the set � � fLL;LH;HL;HHg. Types are ex-ante equally likely so that each
scenario arises with a probability of 0:25. Finally, we assume that countries can
use lump-sum wealth transfers and denote the transfers that country i gets for the
di¤erent type-pro�les by Ti�i�j � Ti(�i; �j) 2 R. Transfers must be self-�nanced
so that T1�1�2 = �T2�1�2 for each type-pro�le �1�2 2 �:
In order to economize on notation, we simply write type pro�les as �� and

adopt the convention that the �rst letter indicates the type of country i (re-
spectively country 1) and the second that of country j (respectively country 2).
Accordingly, we write Ti�i�j simply as Ti�� and T1�1�2 as T1��. Using this notation,
the payo¤ of country i = 1; 2 becomes

ui�� � �i(ei��)� vi�e�� + Ti�� for all �� 2 �

where ei�� � ei(�i; �j) and e�� � e1(�1; �2) + e2(�1; �2).

3 Nash bargaining solution when types are com-
mon knowledge

We do not explicitly model countries�negotiations about emissions but simply
assume that the outcome of the bargaining process corresponds to the Nash bar-
gaining solution (NBS). A country�s fall back position in the case of negotiation
failure is given by the Nash equilibrium for the respective scenario, denoted �ui��.
For the moment, suppose that countries�types were common knowledge. In

this case, the problem of maximizing the expected Nash bargaining product be-
comes3

max
ei��;Ti��

X
��2�

(u1�� � �u1��) (u2�� � �u2��) s.t. T2�� = �T1�� (1)

with �rst-order conditions (FOCs) for all �� 2 �; i; j = 1; 2; i 6= j (the variable
before the double point gives the variable w.r.t. which we are di¤erentiating)4

3Note that the participation constraints are satis�ed by construction of the Nash bargaining
solution.

4It is easily checked that the second-order conditions are satis�ed.
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ei�� : (�0i�� � vi�) (uj�� � �uj��)� vj� (ui�� � �ui��) = 0
Ti�� : (uj�� � �uj��)� (ui�� � �ui��) = 0

where �0i�� � �0i(ei��) in order to simplify notation. From the �rst-order conditions
w.r.t. transfers, the NBS allocates the surplus equally across countries for all
scenarios. Furthermore, upon substitution into the FOCs w.r.t. emissions, we
see immediately that marginal bene�ts, �0i��, equal aggregated marginal damages,
vi� + vj� so that emissions are e¢ cient.

Proposition 1 If countries� types are common knowledge, the Nash bargaining
solution implements e¢ cient emissions and allocates the surplus equally across
countries for all type-pro�les.

By symmetry, �u1LL = �u2LL and �u1HH = �u2HH . Hence, from the FOCs w.r.t.
Ti��, transfers at the NBS without private information (indicated by superscripts
"*") can be calculated as

for �� 2 fLL;HHg : T �1�� = 0
for �� 2 fLH;HLg : T �1�� = 0:5 [��2�� � v2�e��� � �u2�� � (��1�� � v1�e��� � �u1��)]

Intuitively, transfers amount to 50% of the countries�payo¤ di¤erences before
transfers. By symmetry and the FOCs, ��1�� = �

�
2�� for all �� 2 � so that transfers

for �� 2 fLH;HLg can be rewritten as

2T �1�� = (v1� � v2�) e��� + �u1�� � �u2�� (2)

Accordingly, there are two e¤ects that determine transfers. First, the L-
country compensates the H-country for its higher damages. Second, a country�s
transfers increase if it has a better outside option than the other country.

4 Nash bargaining solution when types are pri-
vate information

We now analyze the NBS for the case that countries�types are private information.
From the revelation principle, we know that we can focus on direct mechanisms
in which truth-telling is incentive compatible. Accordingly, the problem is to
maximize the expected Nash bargaining product (1) subject to the following
incentive and participation constraints for i = 1; 2; �� 2 �;

�i�� � vi�e�� + Ti�� � �i�̂� � vi�e�̂� + Ti�̂� (3)

�i�� � vi�e�� + Ti�� � �ui�� (4)
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where �̂ 2 fL;Hg denotes a country�s type if it is lying.5 The l.h.s. of (3) gives
country i�s payo¤ from truth-telling and the r.h.s. its payo¤ from lying. By
construction, the NBS will always satisfy countries�participation constraints so
that these can be neglected in the following. The Lagrangian for the remaining
problem is

L =
X

��2�
[(u1�� � �u1��) (u2�� � �u2��) (5)

+�1�� (�1�� � v1�e�� + T1�� � (�1�̂� � v1�e�̂� + T1�̂�))
+�2�� (�2�� � v2�e�� + T2�� � (�2��̂ � v2�e��̂ + T2��̂))]

with FOCs and complementary slackness (CS) conditions for country 1 (and,
by symmetry, equivalently for country 2)

e1�� : (�01�� � v1�) (u2�� � �u2��)� v2� (u1�� � �u1��)
+�1�� (�

0
1�� � v1�)� �1�̂� (�

0
1�� � v1�̂)� �2��v2� + �2��̂v2�̂ = 0 (6)

T1�� : (u2�� � �u2��)� (u1�� � �u1��) + �1�� � �1�̂� � �2�� + �2��̂ = 0 (7)

CS1�� : �1�� [�1�� � v1�e�� + T1�� � (�1�̂� � v1�e�̂� + T1�̂�)] = 0 (8)

By symmetry, �1LL = �2LL; �1LH = �2HL; �1HL = �2LH and �1HH = �2HH so
that there remain only 4 di¤erent Lagrangian multipliers. Furthermore, for the
type-pro�les �� 2 fLL;HHg we have �1�� = �2�� and �1�̂� = �2��̂, while no similar
relation exists for the type-pro�les �� 2 fLH;HLg.6 Hence, for �� 2 fLL;HHg
the FOCs simplify to

e1�� : (�01�� � v1� � v2�) (u2�� � �u2��)
+�1�� (�

0
1�� � v1� � v2�)� �1�̂� (�

0
1�� � v1�̂ � v2�̂) = 0 (9)

T1�� : (u2�� � �u2��)� (u1�� � �u1��) = 0 (10)

Intuitively, if countries are of equal type, they should receive the same surplus.
Distinguishing the remaining 4 di¤erent Lagrangian multipliers by whether

the related constraints bind or not, there are a total of 16 combinations. In order
to �nd out which of these pro�les of binding and non-binding constraints appears
to be most likely, we adopt the standard approach of the P-A model and analyze
the incentive constraints at the �rst best solution as calculated in the previous
section.

5For example, if �� = LH is the true type-pro�le, then �̂� = HH is the pro�le if country 1
is lying about its type and ��̂ = LL the pro�le if country 2 is lying.

6Speci�cally, for �� 2 fLH;HLg we have �1�̂� = �2�̂� and �1��̂ = �2��̂, but this does not
simplify the FOCs.
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4.1 Analysis of incentive constraints at e¢ cient solution

We �rst consider the incentive constraint at the e¢ cient level of emissions and
transfers for the type-pro�le LL. Substitution from (2) for T �1HL into (3) and
collecting terms, thereby noting that by symmetry and the FOCs ��1�� = �

�
2�� for

all �� 2 �, country 1 has no incentive to pretend being of type H ifX2

i=1
[(��iLL � viLe�LL)� (��iHL � viLe�HL)] � (v1H � v1L) e�HL+�u1HL��u2HL (11)

From the inequality there are three e¤ects that determine a country�s incen-
tives to lie. First, lying reduces the e¢ ciency of the solution so that there is less
to distribute among the countries. This makes lying less attractive. In (11) this
e¤ect is represented by the l.h.s., which is positive since if both countries are of
type L; then the solution for the scenario LL maximizes the overall payo¤ (and
not the solution for the scenario HL).
Second, if the low damage country 1 pretends to have high damages, then

it is compensated because the unconstrained NBS equalizes the surplus across
countries. This is represented by the positive term (v1H � v2L) e�HL on the r.h.s.,
which makes lying more attractive.
Finally, the surplus equalization in the unconstrained NBS accounts for the

outside options for the stated type-pro�le. If country 1 truly reveals its type,
then �u1LL = �u2LL by symmetry. By contrast, if country 1 pretends to have high
damages, this implies a worsening of its outside option. In particular, in the Nash
equilibrium for the scenario HL country 1�s payo¤ is obviously lower than that of
country 2 due to its higher damages so that �u1HL � �u2HL > 0. This makes lying
less attractive for the L-type country 1.
More generally, for all �� 2 � country 1 (and equivalently for country 2) has

no incentive to lie if7X2

i=1

�
(��i�� � vi�e���)�

�
��
i�̂�
� vi�e��̂�

��
� sign

�
�̂1 � �1

� �
(v1H � v1L) e��̂� + �u1HL � �u2HL

�
(12)

According to the l.h.s., the attractiveness of lying is always reduced because it
reduces e¢ ciency and, therefore, the overall surplus that can be distributed. The
other two e¤ects on the r.h.s. are always of opposite direction. Speci�cally, if an
L-country pretends to be of type H, i.e. sign

�
�̂1 � �1

�
> 0, it receives a higher

compensation for damages but its outside option has worsened (�u1HL��u2HL < 0).
By contrast, if anH-country pretends to be of type L, it forgoes the compensation
for damages but its outside option has improved.

7The expressions for the di¤erent type pro�les are obtained by substitution for T �iHL or
T �iLH , and noting that by symmetry and the FOCs �

�
1�� = ��2�� for all �� 2 �, e�HL = e�LH ,

�u1LH = �u2HL and �u2LH = �u1HL.
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In conclusion, for all type-pro�les there are e¤ects in opposite direction so
that the incentives to lie will depend on the speci�c functional forms. However,
by comparing the above expression for the various type-pro�les, certain combina-
tions of binding and non-binding constraints seem to be more likely than others.
Speci�cally, from (11) and symmetry, the incentive constraint at the pro�le LL
can be written as

2 (��1LL � v1Le�LL)�(��1HL � v1He�HL)�(��2HL � v2Le�LH) � 2 (v1H � v1L) e�HL+�u1HL��u2HL
(13)

Similarly, at the pro�le HL incentive constraint (12) can be written as

2 (��1LL � v1Le�LL)�(��1HL � v1He�HL)�(��2HL � v2Le�HL) � 2 (v1H � v1L) e�LL+�u1HL��u2HL
(14)

Observe that the only di¤erence between both sides of (13) and (14) is that
the �rst term on the r.h.s. is evaluated at di¤erent emission levels (e�HL versus
e�LL). Given that the inequality sign is of reverse order, one would expect that
"usually" only one of the constraints will hold. A similar analysis suggest that
usually only one of the incentive constraints for the scenarios LH and HH should
hold.
In the remaining, we focus on those scenarios where this is indeed the case so

as to limit the number of cases that we have to analyze. Speci�cally, if country
1�s incentive constraint binds for exactly one of the scenarios fLL;HLg and one
of the scenarios fLH;HHg, there remain four di¤erent combinations which we
analyze in the following.

4.2 Analysis of selected scenarios

4.2.1 L-type countries have an incentive to lie

The �rst scenario that we consider is that the incentive constraint of an L-type
country binds independent of the type of the other country, while the incentive
constraint of an H-type country never binds. By the complementary slackness
conditions (8), this implies that �1LL; �1LH > 0 and �1HL; �1HH = 0. From (9)
we see immediately that e1LL is e¢ cient because for the scenario LL we have
�1�̂� = �1HL = 0 by the above assumption. By symmetry, these assumptions
imply �2LH ; �2HH = 0 and �2LL; �2HL > 0 so that from (6) to (10) the remaining
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FOCs w.r.t. e1HL; e1LH ; e1HH and T1HL become8

(�01HL � v1H) s2HL � v2Ls1HL � �1LL (�01HL � v1L)� �2HLv2L = 0 (15)

(�01LH � v1L) s2LH � v2Hs1LH + �1LH (�01LH � v1L) + �2LLv2L = 0 (16)

(�01HH � v1H � v2H) s2HH � �1LH (�01HH � v1L � v2L) = 0 (17)

s2HL � s1HL � �1LL � �2HL = 0 (18)

where si�� � ui��� �ui�� denotes the surplus of country i at the pro�le �� 2 �.
From this we obtain the following results.

Proposition 2 Suppose that L-type countries always have an incentive to lie,
independent of the type of the other country; while H-type countries never have
an incentive to lie. Then for countries i = 1; 2

1. eiLL = e�iLL;

2. e1HL = e1LH = e2HL = e2LH < e�1HL = e
�
1LH = e

�
2HL = e

�
2LH ;

3. eiHH < e�iHH ;

4. T1HL = �T2HL > 0 and T1LH = �T2HL < 0:

5. Compared to the Nash equilibrium, the payo¤ of the low damage country
increases by more than the payo¤ of the high damage country.

These results suggest that asymmetric information may actually lead to higher
emission reductions than it would be e¢ cient. The intuition is as follows. Propo-
sition 2 is based on the assumption that a country of typeH never has an incentive
to pretend being of type L. Hence, there is no reason to distort the solution for
the pro�le LL. This is consistent with the standard P-A model.
By contrast, L-countries have an incentives to pretend being of type H by

assumption. Furthermore, due to their lower damages L-countries prefer higher
emissions than H-countries. Therefore, for L-countries it becomes less attractive
to lie if emissions in the H-scenarios are distorted downwards. This explains
why emissions are ine¢ ciently low for the cases where at least one country states
to be of type H. Although emissions are ine¢ ciently low, eiHL = eiLH shows
that emission reductions are undertaken e¢ ciently, i.e. marginal bene�ts are
equalized across countries (remember that overall emissions are the same in these
two scenarios by symmetry).

8Note that by T1LH = �T2LH = �T1HL by self-�nanced transfers and symmetry. Therefore,
the FOCs w.r.t. T1HL and T1LH are not linearly independent, and it su¢ ces to state one of
them.
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Accordingly, the second goal of the NBS, namely to equalize countries�sur-
plus, is done by transfers. Speci�cally, a country gets positive transfers if it has
higher damages and, therefore, su¤ers more from emissions than the other coun-
try. However, transfers a¤ect countries�incentives to tell the truth. For example,
a positive T1HL increases country 1�s incentives to lie if it is of type L. Therefore,
transfers must be used with restrain so that the high damage country receives less
transfers than it would be necessary to equalize countries�surplus. This explains
the last result of the proposition.

4.2.2 H-type countries have an incentive to lie

We now consider the opposite scenario of the preceding section where onlyH-type
countries have an incentive to lie, implying �1HL; �1HH > 0 and �1LL; �1LH = 0.
Now it follows immediately from (9) that e1HH is e¢ cient because for pro�le
HH we have �1�̂� = �1LH = 0 by the above assumption. From (6) to (10), the
remaining FOCs w.r.t. e1LL; e1HL; e1LH and T1HL are

(�01LL � v1L � v2L) s2LL � �1HL (�01LL � v1H � v2H) = 0 (19)

(�01HL � v1H) s2HL � v2Ls1HL + �1HL (�01HL � v1H) + �2HHv2H = 0 (20)

(�01LH � v1L) s2LH � v2Hs1LH � �1HH (�01LH � v1H)� �2LHv2H = 0 (21)

s2HL � s1HL + �1HL + �2HH = 0 (22)

yielding the following results.

Proposition 3 Suppose that H-type countries always have an incentive to lie,
independent of the type of the other country; while L-type countries never have
an incentive to lie. Then for countries i = 1; 2

1. eiLL > e�iLL;

2. e1HL = e1LH = e2HL = e2LH > e�1HL = e
�
1LH = e

�
2HL = e

�
2LH ;

3. eiHH = e�iHH ;

4. T1HL = �T2HL < 0 and T1LH = �T2HL > 0:

5. Compared to the Nash equilibrium, the payo¤ of the low damage country
increases by less than the payo¤ of the high damage country.

As in the foregoing section, we obtain the standard result that the solution is
e¢ cient for the scenario where both countries have an incentive to lie. However,
all other results are reversed. Speci�cally, emissions are now above the e¢ cient
level so that asymmetric information has a negative impact on the overall level
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of emission reductions. Furthermore, the high damage country receives negative
transfers, but its surplus is higher.
The reason is that this time H-countries have an incentives to pretend being

of type L , which is just the reverse scenario of the foregoing section. Accordingly,
emissions are distorted from their e¢ cient level for those scenarios where at least
one country states to be of type L. Speci�cally, a high damage country prefers
low emissions so that lying is made less attractive by increasing emissions if it
wrongly states to have low damages. Furthermore, in the LH-scenario country 1
has a much better fall back position than country 2 because it faces lower damages
and emits more in the Nash equilibrium. Relative to the outside option the payo¤
of the low damage country therefore increases by less than the payo¤ of the high
damage country. This is partly counterbalanced by TLH > 0, but the instrument
must be used with restrain because it increases type H countries�incentives to
lie. As the later numerical simulations show, transfers are therfore lower than in
the e¢ cient solution.

4.2.3 Some L-types and some H-types have an incentive to lie

It remains to analyze the two mixed scenarios, where some L-tpye and some
H-type countries have an incentive to lie. Speci�cally, suppose that an L-type
country only has an incentive to lie if the other country is also of type L; and an
H-type country only has an incentive to lie if the other country is also of type
H, i.e. �1LL; �1HH > 0 and �1LH ; �1HL = 0. From (9) eLL and eHH are both
e¢ cient. From (6) to (10) the remaining FOCs w.r.t. e1HL; e1LH and T1HL are

(�01HL � v1H) s2HL � v2Ls1HL � �1LL (�01HL � v1L) + �2HHv2H = 0

(�01LH � v1L) s2LH � v2Hs1LH � �1HH (�01LH � v1H) + �2LLv2L = 0

s2HL � s1HL � �1LL + �2HH = 0

Without further specifying the functional forms, the above conditions allow
no statement whether e1HL and e1LH are below or above their e¢ cient level.
Intuitively, suppose both countries are of type L so that country 1 has an incentive
to pretend being of type H by assumption. From the analysis in section 4.2.1
we would expect e1HL = e2HL < e�1HL = e

�
2HL so as to make lying less attractive

(a low damage country does not like low emissions) and to undertake emission
reductions e¢ ciently. Next, suppose both countries are of type H so that country
1 has an incentive to pretend being of type L by assumption. From the analysis in
section 4.2.2 we would expect e1LH = e2LH > e�1LH = e

�
2LH so as to make lying less

attractive (a high damage country does not like high emissions) and to undertake
emission reductions e¢ ciently. However, by symmetry e2LH = e1HL so that the
�rst scenario suggests reducing emissions e1HL below their e¢ cient level and the
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second scenario to raise emissions e1HL above their e¢ cient level. In conclusion,
we have two e¤ects in opposite direction and without further speci�cations it is
not clear which of them prevails.
Finally, consider the other mixed scenario where an L-type country only has

an incentive to lie if the other country is of type H; and an H-type country only
has an incentive to lie if the other country is also of type L, i.e. �1LH ; �1HL > 0
and �1LL; �1HH = 0. From (9), e1LH and e1HL are e¢ cient. As above, these are
the scenarios where both countries have an incentive to lie. The remaining FOCs
again allow no clear-cut result.

Proposition 4

� Suppose that a country only has an incentive to lie if the other country is of
the same type. Then for countries i = 1; 2 : eiLL = e�iLL and eiHH = e

�
iHH :

� Suppose that a country only has an incentive to lie if the other country
is of the opposite type. Then for countries i = 1; 2 : eiLH = e�iLH and
eiHL = e

�
iHL:

� For both cases it is ambiguous whether emissions for the other type-pro�les
are below or above their e¢ cient levels.

5 A simple numerical example

In the previous sections we have considered several cases that lead to partly very
di¤erent results regarding the e¤ects of asymmetric information on the e¢ ciency
of emission levels. Therefore, in order to gain more insights for the speci�c ex-
ample of climate change, one has to refer to a calibrated simulation model. This
part of the paper is still under construction.
For the moment, we simply consider a stylized numerical model of ex-ante

symmetric countries, which is based on the following functional forms:

� �1i = �1(e1i) = 2e0:51i ;

� �2i = �2(e2i) = 2e0:52i ;

� v1L = v2L = 1;

� v1H = v2H = 2:

Using this to evaluate incentive constraints (12) for all �� 2 �, we �nd that at
the e¢ cient solution only H-type countries have an incentive to lie. Accordingly,
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we are in the scenario of section 4.2.2. Evaluating the FOCs (19) to (22) for the
above functional forms, there is a unique solution which satis�es the participation
constraint. The following table summarizes emissions and transfers and compares
them to their levels in the unconstrained NBS (indexed by superscript "�").

eiLL eiLH eiHL eiHH TLH

NBS 0:56 0:36 0:36 0:06 0:50
NBS� 0:25 0:11 0:11 0:06 1: 01

All values are consistent with the predictions in proposition 3. Furthermore, at
this solution all other incentive and participation constraints are indeed satis�ed.
Given that all type-pro�les are equally likely, expected emissions are 0:335 in
the NBS and 0:13 in the unconstrained NBS which suggests that the distortions
caused by asymmetric information may be quite substantial.
Finally, we compare the surplus (payo¤ after transfers minus payo¤ in the

Nash equilibrium) of the two countries in the NBS with asymmetric information
to NBS without private information.

scenario LL scenario LH scenario HL scenario HH
NBS: country 1 0:38 0:23 0:75 0:25
NBS: country 2 0:38 0:75 0:23 0:25
NBS: total 0:75 0:98 0:98 0:5
NBS�: country 1 0:5 0:71 0:71 0:25
NBS�: country 1 0:5 0:71 0:71 0:25
NBS�: total 1 1: 42 1: 42 0:5

The results are again consistent with proposition 3. Furthermore, it is note-
worthy that for this speci�c example high damage countries actually bene�t from
asymmetric information as it is witnessed by a higher surplus than in the uncon-
strained NBS.

6 Concluding remarks

In this paper we have analyzed the optimal design of climate change contracts
when countries have private information about their willingness-to-pay for emis-
sion abatement. By the revelation principle, we have focused on contracts in
which truth telling is incentive compatible. It turns out that this depends on
three factors: the e¢ ciency losses that arise if the contract is aligned to a "wrong"
willingness-to-pay, the compensation that countries with high damages receive,
and the e¤ect of the willingness to pay on the outside option and, therefore, on
bargaining power. If only low-damage countries have an incentive to lie, then
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overall emissions will be ine¢ ciently low. By contrast, if only high-damage coun-
tries have an incentive to lie, emissions will be ine¢ ciently high.
Which of the cases occurs depends on the speci�c functional forms. In the sim-

ple numerical example that we have considered, the latter case arose. Although
the overall emission level was ine¢ ciently high, abatement itself was undertaken
e¢ ciently, i.e. marginal abatement cost are equalized across countries. Given that
we have assumed symmetric countries this requires that all countries reduce emis-
sions by the same amount. Therefore, countries with a low willingness-to-pay re-
ceive compensatory payments from countries with a high willingness-to-pay. One
may speculate whether these are realistic patterns for the climate change prob-
lem. However, in order to gain more speci�c insights regarding climate change,
one needs a calibrated simulation model. This is currently under construction.
Resorting to the revelation principle and focusing on direct mechanisms in

which truth-telling is incentive compatible substantially facilitates the search for
an optimal solution. However, it may well be possible that the same solution
can be implemented by another contract as well. For example, an equalization of
marginal abatement costs an a targeted vector of transfer payments could also be
achieved by a system of tradable permits if endowments are chosen appropriately.
Therefore, in the calibrated simulation model it will be an interesting question
to determine the allocation of permit endowments that would mirror the optimal
contract.
Finally, with more than two countries essentially the same questions arise that

are at the center of coalition theory. Speci�cally, the incentive compatible con-
tract that maximizes the Nash bargaining product (or the Shapley value) need
not comprise all countries if it is "too expensive" to induce truth telling. Further-
more, one may use di¤erent assumptions regarding how participating countries
respond to the non-participation decision of others.

Appendix

Proof of proposition 2

Substitution of (18) into (15) and collecting terms yields

(�01HL � v1H � v2L) (u1HL � �u1HL + �2HL) + �1LL (v1L � v1H) = 0 (23)

From the participation constraint u1HL� �u1HL+�2HL > 0 and by assumption
v1L�v1H < 0 so that �01HL�v1H�v2L > 0. By concavity of �1(e1HL), this implies
e1HL < e

�
1HL. Similarly, substitution of (18) into (16) and collecting terms yields

(�01LH � v1L � v2H) (u2LH � �u2LH + �1LH) + �2LL (v2L � v2H) = 0 (24)
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from which e1LH < e�1LH by the same arguments. Moreover, by symmetry u1HL�
�u1HL + �2HL = u2LH � �u2LH + �1LH so that from the two equations �01(e1HL) =
�01(e1LH), implying e1HL = e1LH . Finally, by symmetry e1HL = e2LH , which
concludes the proof of the second result.
Furthermore, note that �01HH > �01LL because if both countries have higher

damages lower emissions are optimal. It follows that �01HH � v1L � v2L > �01LL �
v1L�v2L = 0. For (17) to hold, the terms �01HH�v1H�v2H and �01HH�v1L�v2L
must have the same sign. Therefore, also �01HH � v1H � v2H > 0 so that e1HH <
e�1HH .
Turning to transfer payments, from the conditions for complementary slack-

ness,
T1HL = �1LL � v1LeLL � (�1HL � v1LeHL)

By symmetry �1HL = �2LH and from the proposition eiHL = eiLH so that

2T1HL = �1LL � v1LeLL + �2LL � v2LeLL � (�1HL � v1LeHL)� (�2HL � v2LeHL)

In the LL-scenario, emissions are e¢ cient. Hence the aggregate payo¤ must
be higher then in the HL-scenario, where emissions are ine¢ cient and damages
are higher. It follows that T1HL > 0 and, by symmetry, T1LH < 0.
Finally, the last statement follows straightforwardly from (18). �

Proof of proposition 3

The proof proceeds along the same lines as above. From �01HH > �
0
1LL it follows

that �01LL � v1H � v2H < �01HH � v1H � v2H = 0. For (19) to hold, the terms
�01LL � v1L � v2L and �01LL � v1H � v2H must have the same sign. Therefore, also
�01LL � v1L � v2L > 0 so that e1LL > e�1LL.
Furthermore, substitution of (22) into (20) and collecting terms yields

(�01HL � v1H � v2L) (u2HL � �u2HL + �1HL) + �2HH (v2H � v2L) = 0 (25)

so that �01HL� v1H � v2L > 0. It follows that eiHL > e�iHL. Similarly, solving (22)
for (u2LH � �u2LH) ; substitution into (21) and collecting terms yields

(�01LH � v1L � v2H) (u1LH � �u1LH + �2LH) + �1HH (v1H � v1L) = 0 (26)

so that eiLH > e�iLH . Comparing (25) and (26), by symmetry e1HL = e1LH .
Turning to transfer payments, from the conditions for complementary slack-

ness,
TLH = �1HH � v1HeHH � (�1LH � v1HeLH)

By symmetry and statement 2 of the proposition, this implies

2TLH = �1HH � v1HeHH +�2HH � v2HeHH � (�1LH � v1HeLH)� (�2LH � v2HeLH)
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If both countries are of type H, the aggregate payo¤ must be higher in the
solution for the HH-scenario, which is e¢ cient, than in the solution for the LH-
scenario. Therefore T1LH > 0 and, by symmetry, T1HL < 0.
Finally, the last statement follows straightforwardly from (22). �
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